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Goal
Induce parse trees from observed sentences alone without
supervision.

. Retrieve the outside strings from the most con dent
insides and train the outside classi er.

We use semisupervised and
weaklysupervised
learning
techniques to
induce latent
trees and achieve
state-of-the-art
results on three
treebanks.
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Motivation
Current supervised parsers operate on a minuscule of
commonly spoken languages in the world.
The process of annotation of syntactic trees by human
language experts is o en associated with high-costs and
is time-intensive.
Lack of clear annotation rubrics for certain low-resource
languages.
Annotations lack ability to scale to out-of-domain data.

Proposed Approach
We formulate the task of identifying constituents and
distituents (referring to spans that are not constituents)
in a sentence as a binary classi cation task by devising a
seed bootstrapping strategy to convert the unlabeled
data into a classi cation task.
We build a sequence classi cation model by ne-tuning a
Transformer-based PLM on the unlabeled training
sentences to distinguish between the true and false
inside strings of constituents.
We use the highly-con dent inside strings to produce the
outside strings.
Through the use of semi-supervised learning techniques,
i.e., self-training and co-training , we jointly use both
the inside and outside passes to enrich the model’s ability
to determine the breakpoints in a sentence.
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We perform the self-training procedure for ve iterations
which follow multiple steps:
. Fine-tune a RoBERTa (base) model (teacher) on a
downstream task using a cross-entropy loss a er seed
bootstrapping.
. Synthetically annotate this data using the teacher model
and select top K samples corresponding to each class to
form the nal synthetic dataset; We ne-tune a RoBERTa
(base) model (student) on this dataset using hard labels
and retrieve the outside strings from the most con dent
insides.
. Train the outside classi er on these outside strings; We
perform the co-training procedure for two iterations
which follow a two-fold optimizing step.
. Retrieve the inside strings from the most con dent
outsides and train the inside classi er.

Key Findings
Our parser has the ability to generalize to languages of
known branching direction (le /right) and achieves new
state-of-the-art-results on three treebanks comprising
both right- and le -branching languages.
The use of inside and outside strings (inspired by the
notion of inside and outside trees for the spectral
learning of latent-variable PCFGs) is a crucial component
in our pipeline.
Employing semi-supervised learning techniques to model
interactions between the inside and outside classi ers
results in an overall improved parsing performance.

